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Report Highlights: 

The National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI) reported that Mexico imported $29.3 billion 

and exported $23.3 billion in agricultural, fishery and forestry (AgFF) products in 2013.  The United 

States remained Mexico’s largest bilateral AgFF trading partner and provided 69 percent of related 

Mexican imports and received 77 percent of exports.  This report explores 2013 Mexican trade data and 

opportunities for increasing U.S. and Mexican combined trade to third countries/markets. 
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General Information:  

In 2013, INEGI statistics show that Mexico imported $381.2 billion in all commodities of which $187.3 

billion was from the United States.  The United States was the largest supplier by value of all goods to 

Mexico which was followed by China and Japan at $61.3 and $17.1 billion; respectively.  In 2013, 

Mexican exports to all locations were $380.1 billion in all commodities of which $299.6 billion were 

exported to the United States.  The next largest export destinations for Mexico were Canada and Spain 

at $10.5 and $7.3; respectively.   

  

Mexico’s AgFF imports and exports from the world amounted to $29.3 billion and $23.3 billion; 

respectively.  The United States was Mexico’s largest international supplier and market destination for 

AgFF items.  Mexico reports its AgFF imports from the United States amounted to $20.3 billion and 

exports to the United States were $17.9 billion.  Even though according to Mexican statistics more than 

$104 million of AgFF items crossed in either direction between the U.S. and Mexican border each day 

of the year it was only 7.8 percent of the overall $1.334 billion crossing of goods occurring daily 

between the United States and Mexico. 

  

Emerging Trade Opportunities and Agreements 

Mexico is generally recognized as one of the countries in the world with the most trade treaties or free-

trade agreements.  According to the Secretariat of Economy (Economia), Mexico currently has signed 

10 free trade agreements with 45 countries, 30 accords for the promotion and reciprocal protection of 

investments and 9 agreements of limited scope regarding trade with Latin America.   

  

In addition to the above mentioned agreements, Mexico is currently participating in Trans-Pacific 

Partnership (TPP) negotiations along with Australia, Brunei, Chile, Canada, Japan, Malaysia, New 

Zealand, Peru, Singapore, the United States and Vietnam.  Mexico’s exports to these countries for all 

goods and services in 2013 amounted to $318.1 billion of which $19.6 billion were AgFF items.  

Mexico’s AgFF exports to TPP member countries increased 8.5 percent from 2012; whereas U.S. AgFF 

exports to TPP member countries showed a marginal decline of 2/10ths of one percent from $66.0 

billion in 2012 to $65.9 billion in 2013. 

  

Much of the analysis heretofore in Mexico regarding the TPP has focused on the one-dimensional 

threats and opportunities presented by and for the TPP to Mexican AgFF producers (e.g., added threats 

of New Zealand dairy in Mexico but opportunities for avocadoes and citrus exports to Singapore).  No 

doubt, however, the TPP, when implemented, could have ramifications or even reshape North American 

food and agricultural competitiveness as new opportunities to further integrate our joint food and 

agricultural production platforms could emerge whereby products flow between markets and are further 

processed for final export to third countries in the TPP and beyond.  Recognizing this, a paradigm shift 

is needed to look at how the AgFF sectors across North America can further integrate as a better trade 

block over the coming years to use raw materials from one country for exporting processed products to 

other countries.  Exporters need to understand how to take advantage of natural resource availabilities, 

labor, marketing know-how, climate and range of climates, consumer preferences, etc. so as to be able 

to properly take-advantage of the best that the United States and Mexico can offer food and agricultural 

interests.  

  

http://www.economia.gob.mx/comunidad-negocios/comercio-exterior/tlc-acuerdos
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Potential Areas for Further AgFF Trade Integration 

The Ag. Affairs Office in Mexico City contracted research to look at what opportunities could exist for 

increasing bilateral U.S. and Mexico AgFF trade flows with an idea of tapping into some of the TPP 

markets in the area along with the markets in other economies, including; China, India, Indonesia, 

Philippines, Russia, Taiwan, and South Korea.  Parameters using rigorous quantitative data for trade and 

population growth, history of imports, etc. along with qualitative understandings like willingness to try a 

varied diet of the population in these markets resulted in a number of potential opportunities.  In some 

cases, this trade is taking place but could grow larger or North America could expand its market share in 

these economies.  In other instances there appear untapped opportunities or opportunities needing 

further exploitation and/or efforts to remove or address sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) barriers or 

non-tariff barriers (NTBs) and to use the comparative advantages of the United States and Mexico. 

  

In broad themes, researchers found that the following opportunities for Mexican processed products 

utilizing U.S. inputs exist.  The first item in the list is the processed product which is followed by inputs. 

  

Mexican Processed Product Export Opportunities Made from U.S.-Origin Inputs 

 Beer: wheat, barley, malt, hops, yeasts 

 Breads/Pastries/Cakes: milk and cream, dairy powders, wheat, sugar, eggs and egg products 

 Cookies/Biscuits: sugar, milk and cream, dairy powders, wheat and cereal flowers, eggs and egg 

products 

 Boneless Beef and Offal: bovine animals (live), bone-in beef, offal and cuts 

 Boneless Pork and Offal as well as prepared items: swine (live), bone-in pork, offal and cuts 

 Chicken Cuts and Edible Offal as well as prepared items: chicken cuts and edible offal and live 

chickens 

 Fruit and Vegetable Preparations: fruits (apples, pears, grapes, citrus) fresh and dried, nuts, 

peppers, etc. 

 Wooden articles: oak and coniferous logs in the rough, boards, grooved and not treated 

 Pet foods for retail sale: pork and pork offal, fish and fish meals, beef and offal boneless and 

bone-in 

Opportunities for U.S. processed product exports for Asian markets that could benefit from Mexican 

inputs included: 

  

U.S. Processed Product Export Opportunities Made from Mexican-Origin Inputs 

 Beef: live cattle, bone-in and boneless cuts 

 Pork: carcasses and split carcasses, swine meat, and shoulders, edible offal 

 Coffee: roasted and not roasted not decaffeinated 

 Sauces/Condiments/Ketchup and Sauces/Seasonings: tomatoes, onions, peppers, etc. 

 Fish and Shellfish: lobsters, flat fish, prawns, crabs in-shell or with/without bones 

  

Mexican 2013 Imports and Exports 
Despite having significant political sway, AgFF items play a relatively minor role in overall Mexican 

international commerce as these items accounted for only 7.7 percent of Mexican imports and 6.1 
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percent of exports.  At the 2 digit Harmonized Tariff System (HTS) level, imports of cereals (HTS 10), 

meat and edible offal (HTS 02), and oilseeds (HTS 12) were the 15
th

, 16
th

, and 17
th

 largest items by 

value – far behind items like electric machinery, vehicles, fuel and organic chemicals.   

  

At the 6 digit HTS level, the greatest AgFF item by value in imports was soybeans ($2.067 billion) at 

29
th

 place which was almost equal to the value of imported liquid crystal display (LCD) optical devices 

imported into Mexico.  The next biggest AgFF imports in value terms from the world were corn ($2.013 

billion) which was comparable in value to imports of prefabricated seats, wheat ($1.354 billion) which 

was comparable in value to new car tires, and rape seed/canola ($880 million), boneless beef ($843 

million), and pork hams/legs ($823 million) which were all very close to the import value of copper 

wire.   

  

At the 2 digit HTS level, Mexican exports of electric machinery, vehicles, fuel remained paramount, but 

exports of edible vegetables (HTS 07) ranked 10
th

, beverages and spirits (HTS 22) ranked 13
th

, and 

edible fruits/nuts/citrus (HTS 08) ranked 14
th

.  At the 6 digit HTS level, the most important AgFF 

exports by value were beer, tomatoes, avocadoes, peppers, and refined sugar.  Interestingly, at $2.2 

billion, the value of total beer exports to the world; of which almost 80 percent went to the United 

States, is just shy of total Mexican exports to Japan ($2.241 billion) and slightly exceeds exports to 

Venezuela ($2.155 billion).  Mexico’s $1.84 billion in tomato exports to the world (of which $1.76 

billion were exported to the United States) exceeded all Mexican pharmaceutical exports (HTS 30 and 

$1.71 billion), knit apparel (HTS 61 and $1.69 billion), and glass and glassware (HTS 70 and $1.65 

billion).  Looking at what Mexican continues to offer the world in AgFF items, it seems evident that 

products using U.S. inputs (like beer) as well as Mexican-origin horticultural products benefitting from 

Mexico’s growing seasons/climate, labor costs advantage, and investment (genetics, greenhouses, etc.) 

in these industries will continue benefiting Mexico. 

  

Note: All data depicted in the following charts or tables is from INEGI.  The HTS codes have been 

grouped so that they are in the familiar format of “bulk”, “intermediate”, “consumer oriented”, “fishery 

and forestry” (BICO) groupings that can be ascertained from the USDA Foreign Agricultural Service 

website hyperlinked, here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

  

  

Production, Supply and Demand Data Statistics :  

http://apps.fas.usda.gov/gats/ProductGroup.aspx?GROUP=BICO-HS6
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Author Defined:  

Give Us Your Feedback on this Report:  Please take a moment to answer this brief 6 question survey by 

clicking on the above link which will take you to a non-U.S. Government website (i.e. SurveyMonkey).  

Once completed, click on “Done” and we can capture your feedback.  We value your opinion and want 

to provide information that matters to you as it relates to U.S. and Mexico food and agricultural 

production, trade, demand, and policy.  Thank you for your time.  

  

FAS/Mexico Web Site: We are available at www.mexico-usda.com.mx or visit the FAS headquarters' 

home page at www.fas.usda.gov  for a complete selection of FAS worldwide agricultural reporting.  

  

Other Relevant Reports Submitted by FAS/Mexico: 

Report 

Number 

Subject  Date 

Submitted 

MX4019 2014 Broad and Deep Agricultural Trade Relationship 3/13/2014 

MX4006 Mexico Announces Ambitious New 6-Year Agricultural 

Development Plan 

1/22/2014 

MX3025 2013 Broad and Deep Agricultural Trade Relationship 3/21/2013 

MX3021 What is Mexico Buying and Selling – A Look at 2012 Trade 3/8/2013 

  

Useful Mexican Web Sites:  Mexico's equivalent to the U.S. Department of Agriculture (SAGARPA) 

can be found at www.sagarpa.gob.mx, equivalent to the U.S. Department of Commerce (SE) can be 

found at www.economia.gob.mx and equivalent to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (SALUD) 

can be found at www.salud.gob.mx.  These web sites are mentioned for the readers' convenience but 

USDA does NOT in any way endorse, guarantee the accuracy of, or necessarily concur with, the 

information contained on the mentioned sites. 

  

  

                     

  

 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/3KN3HLS
http://www.mexico-usda.com.mx/
http://www.fas.usda.gov/
http://gain.fas.usda.gov/Recent%20GAIN%20Publications/Broad%20and%20Deep%20Agricultural%20Trade%20Relationship_Mexico_Mexico_3-13-2014.pdf
http://gain.fas.usda.gov/Recent%20GAIN%20Publications/Mexico%20Announces%20Ambitious%20New%206-year%20Agricultural%20Development%20Plan%20_Mexico_Mexico_1-22-2014.pdf
http://gain.fas.usda.gov/Recent%20GAIN%20Publications/Broad%20and%20Deep%20Mexico%20and%20U.S.%20Ag%20Trade%20Relationship_Mexico_Mexico_3-21-2013.pdf
http://gain.fas.usda.gov/Recent%20GAIN%20Publications/What%20is%20Mexico%20Buying%20and%20Selling%20-%20A%20Look%20at%202012%20Trade_Mexico_Mexico_3-8-2013.pdf
http://www.sagarpa.gob.mx/
http://www.economia.gob.mx/
http://www.salud.gob.mx/

